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1900 and 1929, used extensively for lighting purposes, and sold
through a nation-wide network of agencies by such huge foreign
concerns as the Standard Oil Company and the Asiatic Petroleum
Company), foodstuffs, tobacco (much of it cigarettes, the con-
sumption of which had become nationwide under an efficient and
persistent campaign of advertising), and metal goods, including
especially machinery. The civil wars of later years led to the
importation of large quantities of arms and ammunition.
In the main, imports were made up of manufactured goods,
products of the factories of Japan and the Occident. The grow-
ing prominence of machinery on the list, however, was evidence
that factories were being built and that China was beginning to
produce goods by the new methods. Raw cotton, principally of
long staple varieties, was being imported for use in the mills.
Significant, too, was the prominence of flour and wheat, for it
showed that China was depending on other countries to help it
meet the ever-present problem of the pressure of population upon
subsistence. Sugar and even rice were also among the imports.
Some plants of foreign origin were introduced, among them new
kinds of cotton and of drought-resistant grains. By 1937, indeed,
China was arriving at the position of being an importer instead of
an exporter of food and raw cotton and an exporter rather than
an importer of manufactured goods.
Tea did not disappear from among the exports, but by 1927 it
was only about three per cent, of the total. Silk remained the
largest single item, but it was only about a fifth or a sixth of the
total. It suffered greatly in competition with Japan. In both
America and Europe, however, the best quality of Chinese silk
was in demand for the finest fabrics. Such items came to the fore
as vegetable oils (from the soy bean, the peanut, sesamum seed,
a tree whose oil was used in varnishes, and the castor bean—an
export which grew rapidly before and during the First World War
and which waned afterward), bean cake, dried vegetables, eggs (in
great quantities), furs, hair, coal, raw cotton, cotton goods and
thread, timber, antimony, and some cereals. The exports were
still chiefly of raw materials,, the product of field and mine, but
here and there were manufactures, an indication that the indus-
trial age had arrived. Very significant was the decline in the
imports and the increase in the exports of cotton goods. The

